Experience Refreshment, Energy, and Increased Productivity Through Natural Stress Relief Meditation®
Stress in Daily Life

Every day we are exposed to many factors that can add to our stress. Examples of such factors include:

- Overwhelming demands at work or in school
- Environmental pressures such as high gasoline prices, scarce employment opportunities, and conflicts in family and personal relationships
- Habits and addictions including smoking, drinking, and unhealthy eating.

The results may range from just a feeling that we are not living up to our full potential all the way to chronic tiredness, insomnia, unhappiness, and stress-related disease. Stress can harm all areas of life.

Instead of the usual approach of analyzing these problems and trying to find a solution for each one, NSR Meditation goes to the root of all of the problems and offers a practical solution: an easy way to experience restful alertness deep enough to dissolve stress in the mind and body. With regular practice this puts us in contact with inner peace, creativity, intelligence, and joy and gives us more strength and flexibility to handle whatever life throws at us.

more beautiful. How I wish someone had introduced me to this form of meditation as a teenager.”

Elise

NSR and Society

When you practice NSR Meditation you help not only yourself but all of society as well. Each person who generates positivity and peacefulness contributes to a positive and peaceful society.

The spread of NSR and other techniques that put us in contact with our inner source of intelligence and well-being can be a practical way to eliminate negativity, crime, and war on a global level.

NSR on the Web

We invite you to explore our two websites:

www.natural-stress-relief.com: The original NSR site and home of the downloadable and Italian versions of the NSR course.

www.nsrusa.org: The USA site and home of advanced programs and the hardcopy version of the NSR course.

Both sites have many unsolicited recommendations from clients, explanations of the NSR technique, details of the scientific research, Frequently Asked Questions, order forms, and other helpful features.
made the process of life fun—I can more easily place things in perspective in real time and act accordingly, rather than react from an emotional surface level to life’s problems. Life hasn’t changed, but the way I live it definitely has. I read in one of these testimonials that NSR made the person feel ‘lighter’—I can’t think of a better description of how I feel as I go about my day.

“I can only hope more people will take advantage of this—it’s very exciting to think of all the problems in people’s lives that NSR could make real progress in solving. Also, I’m very interested in the program aimed at children—the pressures children face all the way through college pile huge amounts of stress on them. Equipped with NSR as a coping and relaxation method, they could have a huge advantage going through their formative years, understanding themselves and their world better, and just being happier all around. Thank you so much for this!”

David W. (Student)
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO, USA

“So many fantastic things have happened as a result of meditating every day. I only wish I could convince my friends and family what a wonderful experience it is and how much it has changed my entire outlook on living (and I have only been meditating for four months!). For the first time in my life I feel like each year will be better than the last, every experience

What Is NSR Meditation?

Natural Stress Relief Meditation is a brief, relaxing, and effortless mental technique practiced twice a day. NSR Meditation quickly brings the mind and body to a natural state of restful alertness that dissolves stress. NSR Meditation increases productivity, decreases anxiety, enhances our ability to give and receive love, and improves health by strengthening the immune and circulatory systems.

NSR Is Practical

| “NSR is probably too expensive.” | Compare our price of $47 with $375 for the introductory Chopra/Simon Primordial Sound Meditation course or $2000 for Transcendental Meditation. |
| “I’m too busy to take a course.” | NSR can be learned by yourself at home in less than three hours spread comfortably over three days. |
| “I don’t have time to practice NSR.” | Practicing NSR actually creates more time in our life by increasing productivity (you will accomplish more by doing less). |

How to Learn NSR

NSR Meditation is a self-taught course based on a printed manual and audio CD. The course requires only two 20-30 minute sessions a day for three days.
At the end of the three days, you will be able to practice NSR on your own for the rest of your life.

**Support**

Ongoing support for NSR clients includes email or telephone consultations and a free Web forum for getting fast and helpful answers to your questions about your experiences.

Optional advanced programs are also available for those who are interested and ready for them.

**Scientific Research**

This graph shows typical Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) results that show a sharp decrease in perspiration during the practice of NSR Meditation, reflecting a profound reduction in anxiety level.

We have also published our first research study that confirms the dramatic reduction in long-term anxiety through the practice of NSR Meditation using standard psychological measurements: *Effects of Natural Stress Relief Meditation on Trait Anxiety: A Pilot Study*, by Fabrizio Coppola, Istituto Scientia, in *Psychological Reports*, Vol. 101, pages 130-134, August, 2007 (an inexpensive reprint of this paper is available at [www.nsrusa.org/order.php](http://www.nsrusa.org/order.php)).

We have since independently replicated this study, further confirming the validity of its results. Follow-on papers on long-term anxiety reduction, self-actualization, EEG and GSR effects, and the remarkable anecdotal improvements in relationships, productivity, and other aspects of life have been submitted for publication.

In addition, it is likely that most of the massive scientific evidence supporting Transcendental Meditation® applies to NSR Meditation as well, since there is evidence that both techniques access the same unique and reproducible state of restful alertness.

**What Clients Say**

People who learn NSR Meditation have sent us many glowing reports of the benefits they have experienced as a result of their daily practice.

Here are some examples of this unsolicited feedback:

"I started the program just under one month ago, and I was convinced after 2 days that something different was going on here. I'd meditated before, and gotten good results at times, but never had hit that level where real transcendant energy was accessed. In the first session I got to that place, realized I'd never been there before, and laughed out loud as my mind stayed easily focused in a non-thought space and new energy just coursed through me. I just couldn't believe how easy it all was. Then after a few weeks I began to notice the effects in my daily life. It really has..."